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Abstract: 

A larger amount of data gives a better output but also working with it can become a challenge 

due to processing limitations. Nowadays companies are starting to realize the importance of 

using more data in order to support decision for their strategies. It was said and proved 

through study cases that “More data usually beats better algorithms”. With this statement 

companies started to realize that they can chose to invest more in processing larger sets of data 

rather than investing in expensive algorithms. During the last decade, large statistics 

evaluation has seen an exponential boom and will absolutely retain to witness outstanding 

tendencies due to the emergence of new interactive multimedia packages and extraordinarily 

incorporated systems driven via the speedy growth in statistics services and microelectronic 

gadgets. Up to now, maximum of the modern mobile structures are especially centered to voice 

communications with low transmission fees. 
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1. Introduction

We can associate the importance of Big Data and Big Data Analysis with the society that we live 

in. Today we are living in an Informational Society and we are moving towards a Knowledge 

Based Society. In order to extract better knowledge we need a bigger amount of data. The 

Society of Information is a society where information plays a major role in the economic, 

cultural and political stage. [2] 

In the Knowledge society the competitive advantage is gained through understanding the 

information and predicting the evolution of facts based on data. The same happens with Big 

Data. Every organization needs to collect a large set of data in order to support its decision and 

extract correlations through data analysis as a basis for decisions. [3] 

In this article we will define the concept of Big Data, its importance and different perspectives 

on its use. In addition we will stress the importance of Big Data Analysis and show how the 

analysis of Big Data will improve decisions in the future.  
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2. Big Data Concept  

 

The term “Big Data” was first introduced to the computing world by Roger Magoulas from 

O’Reilly media in 2005 in order to define a great amount of data that traditional data 

management techniques cannot manage and process due to the complexity and size of this data. 

[7] 

 

A study on the Evolution of Big Data as a Research and Scientific Topic shows that the term 

“Big Data” was present in research starting with 1970s but has been The emerging large records 

science time period, displaying its broader effect on our society and in our enterprise lifestyles 

cycle, has insightful transformed our society and could hold to draw numerous attentions from 

technical specialists and in addition to public in standard [1] [2]. It is apparent that we're residing 

in huge records era, proven with the aid of the sheer quantity of data from a spread of sources 

and its growing rate of era. as an example, an IDC file predicts that, from 2005 to 2020, the 

global statistics dimensions will grow with the aid of a issue of three hundred, from a hundred 

thirty Exabyte’s to 40,000 Exabyte’s, representing a double increase each two years. this is 

specializes in on hand big-records structures that include a set of equipment and technique to 

load, extract, and enhance numerous information while leveraging the immensely parallel 

processing energy to carry out complicated transformations and evaluation. “large-information” 

machine faces a chain of technical challenges, along with: 

 

First, because of the large variety of different records sources and the massive extent, its miles 

too tough to acquire, combine and evaluation of “huge statistics” with scalability from scattered 

places. 

 

Second “huge facts” structures want to manage, shop and integrate the amassed massive and 

varied verity of datasets, whilst provide function and performance warranty [1], in terms of rapid 

retrieval, scalability and secrecy safety. 

 

Third “large information” analytics have to efficaciously excavation large datasets at one of kind 

degrees in actual time or close to real time - which includes modeling, visualization [2], 

prediction and optimization - such that inherent potentials can be discovered to improve choice 

making and collect similarly advantages. To address these challenges, the researcher IT industry 

and community has given various solutions for “Big Data” science systems in an ad-hoc manner. 

Cloud computing can be called as the substructure layer for “Big Data” systems to meet certain 

substructure requirements, such as cost-effectiveness, resistance [2], and the ability to scale up or 

down. Distributed file systems and No SQL databases are suitable for persistent storage and the 

management of massive scheme free datasets [1]. Map Reduce, R is a programming framework, 

has achieved great success in processing “Big Data” group-aggregation tasks, such as website 

ranking [10].  

 

RStudio integrates data storage, data processing, system management, and other modules to form 

a powerful system-level solution, which is becoming the mainstay in handling “Big Data” 

challenges. We can build various “Big Data” application system based on these innovative 

technologies and platforms. In light of the of big-data technologies, a systematic frame work 

should be in order to capture the fast evolution of big-data research. 
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2.1. Big Data Problem and Challenges 

 

However, considering variety of data sets in “Big Data” problems, it is still a big challenge for us 

to purpose efficient representation, access, and analysis of shapeless or semi-structured data in 

the further researches [12]. How can the data be preprocessed in order to improve the quality of 

data and analysis results before we begin data analysis [1] [2]? As the sizes of dataset are often 

very large, sometimes several gigabytes or more, and their origin from varied sources, current 

real-world databases are pitilessly susceptible to inconsistent, incomplete, and noisy data. 

Therefore, a number of data preprocessing techniques, including data cleaning [11], data 

integration, data transformation and date reduction, can be applied to remove noise and correct 

irregularities. Different challenges arise in each sub-process when it comes to data-driven 

applications. 

 

2.2. Principles for designing Big Data System 

 

In designing “Big Data” analytics systems, we summarize seven necessary principles to guide 

the development of this kind of burning issues [3]. “Big Data” analytics in a highly distributed 

system cannot be achievable without the following principles [13]: 

1) Good architectures and frameworks are necessary and on the top priority. 

2) Support a variety of analytical methods 

3) No size fits all 

4) Bring the analysis to data 

5) Processing must be distributable for in-memory computation. 

6) Data storage must be distributable for in-memory storage. 

7) Coordination is needed between processing and data units. 

 

2.3. Big Data Opportunities 

 

The bonds between “Big Data” and knowledge hidden in it are highly crucial in all areas of 

national priority. This initiative will also lay the groundwork for complementary “Big Data” 

activities, such as “Big Data” substructure projects, platforms development, and techniques in 

settling complex, data-driven problems in sciences and engineering. Researchers, policy and 

decision makers have to recognize the potential of harnessing “Big Data” to uncover the next 

wave of growth in their fields. There are many advantages in business section that can be 

obtained through harnessing “Big Data” increasing operational efficiency, informing strategic 

direction, developing better customer service, identifying and developing new products and 

services, identifying new customers and markets, etc. [10] 

 

2.4. Big Data Analysis 

 

The last and most important stage of the “Big Data” value chain is data analysis, the goal of 

which is to get useful values, suggest best conclusions and support decision-making system of an 

organization to stay in competition market. [1] 

 

Descriptive Analytics: exploits historical data to describe what occurred in past. For instance, a 

regression technique may be used to find simple trends in the datasets, visualization presents data 
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in a meaningful fashion, and data modeling is used to collect, store and cut the data in an 

efficient way. Descriptive analytics is typically associated with business intelligence or visibility 

systems [2]. 

 

Predictive Analytics: focuses on predicting future probabilities and trends. For example, 

predictive modeling uses statistical techniques [6] such as linear and logistic regression to 

understand trends and predict future out-comes, and data mining extracts patterns to provide 

insight and forecasts [4]. 

 

Prescriptive Analytics: addresses decision making and efficiency. For example, simulation is 

used to analyze complex systems to gain insight into system performance and identify issues and 

optimization techniques are used to find best solutions under given constraints. 

 

3. Literature Review 

 
Shweta Pandey et al. in 2014 shows that Big Data is having challenges related to volume, 

velocity and variety. Big Data has 3Vs Volume means large amount of data, Velocity means data 

arrives at high speed, Variety means data comes from heterogeneous resources. In Big Data 

definition, Big means a dataset which makes data concept to grow so much that it becomes 

difficult to manage it by using existing data management concepts and tools. Map Reduce is 

playing a very significant role in processing of Big Data. The main objective of this paper is 

purposed a tool like Map Reduce is elastic scalable, efficient and fault tolerant for analyzing a 

large set of data, highlights the features of Map Reduce in comparison of other design model 

which makes it popular tool for processing large scale data.  

 

HAN HU and YONGGANG WEN in 2014 shows that Recent technological advancements have 

led to a deluge of data from distinctive domains e.g., health care and scientific sensors, user-

generated data, Internet and financial companies, and supply chain systems. Over the past two 

decades. The term big data was coined to capture the meaning of this emerging trend. In addition 

to its sheer volume, big data also exhibits other unique characteristics as compared with 

traditional data. For instance, big data is commonly unstructured and require more real-time 

analysis. This development calls for new system architectures for data acquisition, transmission, 

storage, and large-scale data processing mechanisms. In this paper, we present a literature survey 

and system tutorial for big data analytics platforms, aiming to provide an overall picture for non-

expert readers and instill a do-it-yourself spirit for advanced audiences to customize their own 

big-data solutions.  

 

Katarina et al. in 2014 discussed challenges for Map Reduce in Big Data. In the Big Data 

community, Map Reduce has been seen as one of the key enabling approaches for meeting the 

continuously increasing demands on computing resources imposed by massive data sets. At the 

same time, Map Reduce faces a number of obstacles when dealing with Big Data including the 

lack of a high-level language such as SQL, challenges in implementing iterative algorithms, 

support for iterative ad-hoc data exploration, and stream processing. The identified Map Reduce 

challenges are grouped into four main categories corresponding to Big Data tasks types: data 

storage, analytics, online processing, security and privacy. The main objective of this paper is 

identifies Map Reduce issues and challenges in handling Big Data with the objective of 
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providing an overview of the field, facilitating better planning and management of Big Data 

projects, and identifying opportunities for future research in this field.  

 

Zhen Jia1, Jianfeng Zhan, Lei Wang, Rui Han, Sally A. McKee, Qiang Yang, Chunjie Luo, and 

Jingwei Li in 2014 discussed Characterizing and Subsetting Big Data Workloads. A large 

number of benchmarks pose great challenges, since our usual simulation-based research methods 

become prohibitively expensive. They use hardware performance counters to analyze micro 

architectural behaviors of those scale out workloads. They compare the scale-out workloads and 

traditional benchmarks to identify the key contributors to the micro architecture inefficiency on 

modern processors. They conclude that mismatches exist between the needs of scale-out 

workloads and the capabilities of modern processors. Much work focuses on comparing the 

performance of different data management systems. For OLTP or database systems evaluation, 

TPC-C is often used to evaluate transaction-processing system performance in terms of 

transactions per minute. Cooper defines a core set of benchmarks and report throughput and 

latency results for five widely used data management systems.  

 

3.1. Big Data Tools: Techniques and Technologies 

 

To capture the value from “Big Data”, we need to develop new techniques and technologies for 

analyzing it. Until now, scientists have developed a wide variety of techniques and technologies 

to capture, curate, analyze and visualize Big Data. 

 
We need tools (platforms) to make sense of “Big Data”. Current tools concentrate on three 

classes, namely, batch processing tools, stream processing tools, and interactive analysis tools. 

Most batch processing tools are based on the Apache RStudio infrastructure, such as Map reduce 

[4], R Programming and Dryad. The interactive analysis processes the data in an interactive 

environment, allowing users to undertake their own analysis of information.  

 

3.2. R Programming 

 

The R language is well mounted as the language for doing data, facts evaluation, information-

mining algorithm improvement, stock buying and selling, credit score danger scoring, 

marketplace basket evaluation and all [9] way of predictive analytics. However, given the deluge 

of information that must be processed and analyzed nowadays, many groups had been reticent 

about deploying R past studies into production programs. [16] 

 

3.3. Comparisons of Classification for Big Data Science 

 

To apply different classification technique I have chosen a real dataset about the student’s 

knowledge status about the subject of Electrical DC Machines. Distribution of every numeric 

variable can be checked with function summary (), which returns the minimum, maximum, 

mean, median, and the first (25%) and third (75%) quartiles. For factors (or categorical 

variables), it shows the frequency of every level. 
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3.4. The importance of Big Data  

 

The main importance of Big Data consists in the potential to improve efficiency in the context of 

use a large volume of data, of different type. If Big Data is defined properly and used 

accordingly, organizations can get a better view on their business therefore leading to efficiency 

in different areas like sales, improving the manufactured product and so forth. [2] 

 
Big Data can be used effectively in the following areas:  

 In information technology in order to improve security and troubleshooting by analyzing 

the patterns in the existing logs;  

 In customer service by using information from call centers in order to get the customer 

pattern and thus enhance customer satisfaction by customizing services;  

 In improving services and products through the use of social media content. By knowing 

the potential customers preferences the company can modify its product in order to 

address a larger area of people;  

 In the detection of fraud in the online transactions for any industry;  

 

 In risk assessment by analyzing information from the transactions on the financial market 

 
4. Conclusions  

 
The year 2012 is the year when companies are starting to orient themselves towards the use of 

Big Data. That is why this articol presents the Big Data concept and the R technologies 

associated in order to understand better the multiple benefices of this new concept ant 

technology.  

 

In the future we propose for our research to further investigate the practical advantages that can 

be gain through R Studio. 
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